Subaru Workshop on Small Solar System Bodies
Kobe Japan 2018 November 19 - 21
Meeting Agenda

Monday 19 November

9:30 - 9:45  Welcome and Introduction  Matt
9:45 - 10:00 Subaru and EAO  Shiang-Yu
10:00 - 10:15 Subaru and HSC  Fumi
10:15 - 10:30 Coffee
10:30 - 11:00 Review of OSSOS  Jjj
11:00 - 11:30 Review of HSC SSP Solar System Science  Charles
11:30 - 12:30 Review of Survey TNO Science Goals  Sam
12:30 - 13:30 Lunch
13:30 - 14:30 Non-TNO Science (Trojans, Asteroids)  Fumi/Rex
14:30 - 17:00 Group Discussion: Science Goals (Follow Up)  Jjj

Tuesday 20 November

9:30 - 10:15 Identification and Classification of TNOs  Mike
10:15 - 10:30 Coffee
10:30 - 11:15 Existing Software Tools, Additional Needs  Charles
11:15 - 12:00 Technical Requirements for Survey  Rosemary
12:00 - 13:00 Lunch
13:00 - 17:00 Group Discussion: Survey Design  Shiang-Yu
18:00 -  Banquet

Wednesday 21 November

9:30 - ??:?? Group Discussion

Proposal Plan  Rosemary
Data Access  Charles
Authorship  Matt